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The World “Out There”
What the mind confronts
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THE fundamental “intelligence” challenge: How to make meaning (for 
ourselves and for others) in a world of unrelenting change

SEE:              How see the world 

THINK What we think about; how we think

INTEND: What we are trying to achieve

DECIDE: Current, emerging, future decisions

ACT: Planned and potential action programs

FEEL: State of our emotions

Regulatory disruptions

Competitor

Threats

Strategy Vulnerabilities

Marketplace

Assumptions

Emerging

Opportunities Technology breakthroughs

Industry boundary 

breakdowns

Market dynamics shifts

Meaning is an output of our minds In the face of unrelenting change

Our minds instinctively look for ways to simplify the external world



The Mind as Maker of Meaning
Some Opening Observations
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We see the world not as it is but as we are

Thinking, emotions and behavior are impossible to disentangle

How do I know what I think until I see what I write

What we say if often not what we feel

Personal objectivity is pure myth

A lot of what we believe (take as largely true) is mythology

Our mind is subject to many forms of bias

Our mind becomes both a prism and a prison



What Would WE Like to be Able to Do
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Ø Sort out the morass of data to get to what’s important

Ø Get beyond the quagmire of opinions, viewpoints, judgements

Ø Track the intent and strategies of (changing) stakeholders

Ø Rise above the flurry of stakeholders’ actions and behaviors

Ø Capture the dominant trends, patterns and discontinuities

Ø Anticipate disruptions in the market, technology, economic, 
political, regulatory, social and ecological spheres ,  

Boil it all down to a small number of critical insights

THE CHALLENGE: Make sense of all this change AND determine                        
its business implications



What to Do?  One View
Data driven
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Ø Build a mammoth data base(s)

Ø Create portals, etc. to enable access

Ø Develop collaborative technologies for 
data access/transmission/analysis

Ø Develop human and technology-
based data collection processes

Ø Heavy emphasis on describing 
change

Ø Obsessive focus on scanning and  
monitoring change

Ø Data obsession

Ø Analysis paralysis

Ø Future inhibited

Ø Decision reluctance

Ø Execution immobility

Data Implications

Problem: There are relatively few facts about the future



What to Do?  One Other View
Action driven
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Ø ACT

See what happens

Ø MONITOR

Observe and document

Ø LEARN

Draw inferences and conclusions

Ø ADJUST

Adapt strategy/action plans

Ø Committed to action

Ø Focused and fast learning

Ø Rapid execution shifts

Ø Circumscribed by short-run orientation

Ø Could be overwhelmed  by longer-
term change

Ø Likely to miss emerging market 
opportunities

The Good News

The Bad News

Problem: The present/past is often a poor guide to the 
emerging/potential future



What to Do? A Different View
Fast Cycle Scenarios
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Ø Work backward from a point in the future

Ø Develop alternative (distinctly different) pictures of the future 
(what we’ll call scenarios)

Ø Provides different pathways to explore how the future might 
evolve

Ø Requires:
Different perspective on data
Imagination (to see what may not be evident
Desire to “live in” a specific future
Step outside your organization 
Suspend current judgements (e.g. where are

the marketplace opportunities
Above ALL: a willingness to generate and deal with ambiguity

Learn from the future before it happens (we can only know 
the present by taking a vantage point in the future)



Scenarios: Fast Cycle
Why now?

Ø Have you stress-tested your current strategy against plausible 
alternative competitive futures?

Ø Have you identified emerging and potential marketplace opportunities 
and risks that may not be readily apparent in today’s  marketplace?

Ø Are you aware of the tacit assumptions about the marketplace and your 
own organization that are actually driving your strategy choices and action 
plans?

Ø Have you identified a set of marketplace indicators to help you anticipate  
the future before it unfolds?

Are you interested in achieving these purposes and doing so quickly?

Some pivotal questions



Fast Cycle Scenario Work
Scenarios: what they are (and are not)

Ø Are plausible alternative projections of a specific future (e.g. an 
economy, an industry, a rival’s strategy)

Ø Representing descriptions of that future (its “end-state” and the 
“plot” to there from now)

Ø That should be interpreted as one view of the future

Ø But that are based on some degree of evidence (data and 
reasoning)

§ Scenarios are not predictions

§ They involve interactions and contingencies

§ They provide referent points for each other

§ Always compare implications across scenarios



Scenario-Like Thinking
The two core questions
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x

What IF the 
marketplace 
were to look 
like…

Marketplace B

A major technology breakthrough being pushed by one rival, 
others responding with intense marketing, industry sales on 
an upturn…

Slow technology evolution, customer fragmentation, 
emergence of a dominant channel…

Rivals engage in intense rivalry, industry growth modest, 
substitute products gaining traction…

Rivals pushing diverse new products, customer migration 
rampant, industry sales increasing modestly…

Marketplace C

Marketplace D

Marketplace  A

What might be the opportunities and risks in each end-state?

What would be the competitive dynamics in each end-state?
What would it be like to compete in each end-state?

What strategies would win and lose?

What would be the implications for our firm?

What would we do? Why? How would we do so?
What would 
WE do



Fast Cycle Scenarios
Five interlinked stages in crafting fast cycle scenarios

• Assess industry or 
competitive space 
consequences of 
each scenario 

• Assess firm-specific 
busines implications 
of each scenario 

• Stress test  current 
and potential 
strategies

Inputs

Outputs • A set of change 
vectors

• Catalogue key 
trends relevant to 
the focal decision 
or issues

• Selective primary 
and secondary 
research 

• Identify key  
change vectors 
(uncertainties)

• Develop What-IF 
skeleton scenarios

• Check validity of 
each skeleton

• Script 4 scenarios 
and test scenarios
for internal     
consistency

• For each scenario:
Competitive
space
consequence

Firm-specific
implications

• “Robust” 
implications.(across 
the scenarios)

• Opportunities, risks, 
threats, 
assumptions

• Choices (strategy 
direction, 
investment 
commitments, 
action plans)

• Strategy and
related  decision
and action
recommendations

• Accepted
assumptions

• Critical indicators

• 4 fully detailed ,  
distinctly 
different,  
scenarios  (one 
to two pages 
each)

• Identify key 
decision/issue 
critical to the 
business

• Determine how 
the decision or 
issue could 
benefit from 
scenario work

• A decision or 
issues that will 
be the focus of 
the scenario 
work

Define Dive In Develop Deploy Distill



Fast Cycle Scenarios
Sample virtual sessions across the scenario stages

• Assess competitive 
consequence in 
each scenario (e.g. 
opportunities, risks, 
assumptions, etc.)

• Assess high-level 
organization 
implications of each 
scenario (e.g. 
capabilities required, 
fit with culture etc.)

• Stress-test current 
and potential 
strategies against 
each scenario

• Describe what we 
mean by change 
vectors;; identify 
possible change 
vectors 
(uncertainties)

• Determine list of 
key change 
vectors (showing 
range of each 
uncertainty) 

• Agree on scenario 
skeleton forms and 
check for internal 
consistency

• Script 4 scenarios 
and assess for 
differentiation
across the scenario

• Identify “robust” 
implications across 
the scenarios 

• Determine 
opportunities to 
pursue,  risks to 
mitigate  and  
assumptions to be 
accepted

• Determine strategy 
direction (where to 
compete, how to 
compete, etc.)

• Integrate action 
streams into  a 
proposed game 
plan

• Identify possible 
scenario focal 
points; apply 
choice criteria; 
decide on the 
focus for the 
scenario work

Define Dive In Develop Deploy Distill

Partner with the core team to complete work 
projects between sessions



Deep Dive: Key Change Drivers (Uncertainties)
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The small set of key change drivers (uncertainties) that 
dominate the environment addressed in the scenarios

Ø Each key change driver must be relevant to the scenario focus
(change in the driver affects the content of the scenario)

Ø Typically have core and secondary change drivers
(a few may be more important than others)

Ø Each key change driver manifests a range of uncertainty
e.g. It may or may not happen

The growth rate may be high or low
The regulations may shift slightly or dramatically

Ø Each key uncertainty should be reflected in each scenario

Ø The change drivers can be combined in ways that give rise to distinctly different 
scenarios



Deep Dive: Key Change Vectors (AEC Firm)
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End-customer segments (growth/decline)

Covid-19 status

Building owner investment proclivity

Construction market activity

Competitor concentration

Shifts in offers to customers

Value chain integration

Regulatory change

Weak Regional  economic growth Strong  

Government investment (TARP-like)

Consumer confidence

Trump/Rep’s                                       Presidential election                                           Biden/Dem’s

InsignificantSubstantial



Develop: A Set of Potential Scenario Structures
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Covid-19 Economy Pres Election Scenario Names
Substantial Strong Biden/Dems Dual monster
Substantial Strong Trump/Reps Perennial conflict

Substantial Weak Biden/Dems Wind in our face
Substantial Weak Trump/Reps Been here before
Insignificant Strong Biden/Dems Glory years
Insignificant Strong Trump/Reps Roaring 20s
Insignificant Weak Biden/Dems Uphill struggle
Insignificant Weak Trump/Reps Battling ourselves

Choose the set of four that provides the greatest diversity  
in potential environments



Develop: Glory years
Skeleton structure
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What IF

§ Covid-19 is now under control. Treatment therapies now the norm
§ Economy has come back but significant variation across regions;
§ Biden and Democrats won the election; pushing resources into the economy
§ Federal government already committed to and spending on significant shovel 

ready projects.
§ Unemployment continuing to come down but still running at 10 percent; 
§ Local governments coming out of their budget impasses but 2021 is a year of 

“investment where legally required”
§ Building owners, anxious to get in ahead of rivals, are increasingly putting out 

tenders for large contracts
§ Some Tier 1 rivals are intent on positioning themselves for the expected 

economic expansion and making moves to extend/solidify their value chains. 
§ Tier 1 rivals now concentrating on their historic geographies; some still have a 

presence in regional markets they had previously ignored.
§ Some Tier 2 have announced significant efforts to rebuild their organizations.
§ Regulatory agencies, especially OSHA are now active and visible across the 

board
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The economy has come back but not to the level of early 2020.  Unemployment is running at 
8-9 percent, interest rates are low, consumer confidence has rebounded.  State and local 
governments have recovered from the significant budget constraints of mid-2020; they are 
now investing in postponed capital projects, especially in areas where investment is legally 
required.  The federal government, driven by the Biden political agenda, is committing 
extensive resources to “shovel ready” projects. A change in federal tax policies has 
contributed to tenders increasingly being sought for major projects in a number of verticals, 
especially in the health care, technology, manufacturing and education sectors.  
Building owners, both governmental and private sector, are increasingly seeking proposals. 
Opening negotiations with Tier 1 and Tier 2 providers clearly indicates it’s a buyers’ market.
Economic recovery is boosted by the significant decline in prevalence of the coronavirus.  A 
vaccine is not yet available, but treatment therapies are now the norm.  Travel and hospitality  
industries are getting back to early 2020 levels.
Architects and engineers are now in “full steam ahead” mode responding to design requests.
The new regulatory regime ushered in by the Biden administration has resulted in a massive 
OSHA presence in all types of construction projects.
Most Tier 1 firms, anticipating further improvement in economic conditions are recommitting 
to their historic geographies and developing enhanced value propositions for their traditional 
clientele. They are also making moves for the first time to extend their value chains.  A few 
Tier 1 firms are continuing their efforts to penetrate some regional geographies they first 
entered in late 2020.  Some Tier 2 firms have announced significant efforts to rebuild their 
organizations and are clearly willing to compete aggressively on price to garner market 
share... 

Develop: Glory Years Scenario
End-state, December 2021



Deploy: From Scenarios to Competitive Space    
Consequences and then Business Implications
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Need to know state of the competitive context before we can 
jump to detailing business-specific implications

§ Often not obvious whether opportunities exist

§ And, risks and vulnerabilities may be lurking

§ May require extensive dialogue

§ Can vary greatly across scenarios

Avoid the dangerous tendency to go from scenarios to 
determining specific business implications



Deploy: From Scenarios to Competitive
Space Consequences (all scenarios)
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Topic Areas Wind in our Face Been here before Glory Years Roaring 20s

Overall activity level Very slow uptick in 
activity 

On the cusp of full 
recovery 

Overarching space
issues

Keeping existing 
businesses alive

Reigniting gov’t 
investment

Marketplace 
opportunities

All customer
segments

Competitive risks

Competitor threats Tier 1 firms’ 
aggressiveness 

Strategy 
vulnerabilities

Costs exceeding 
revenues

Marketplace 
assumptions

Significant differences are always present across the scenarios 



SCENARIO 1

SCENARIO 2

SCENARIO 3

SCENARIO 4

Differences                    SUPPORTING               COMPETITIVE
to today                       “LOGICS” CONSEQUENCES

FOCAL FIRM
IMPLICATIONS

Distill: From Competitive Space Consequences    
to Robust Business Implications (all scenarios)
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Robust 
Implications:
High-level 
implications that 
do not indicate 
specific 
decisions or 
actions.

For example:
We need a new go-
to-market strategy;

We need to 
reconfigure our 
approach to R&D

We need to reset 
our core 
assumptions



Distill: Evaluate each Potential Strategy 
Alternative (Opportunity)
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Topic Areas 1. Incremental 
change to existing 
strategy

2 Renovate existing 
strategy

3 Move selectively 
into current 
segments in 
adjacent geog’s

4. Move into new 
customer segments 
in current and 
adjacent geog’s

Avail of marketplace 
opportunities?

Limited unless major 
market growth

Major pockets of 
opportunity

Fit with assumptions?
Consistent with 
location of growth 
assumptions

Can we win against 
competitors?

Will face increasing 
competition

Current rivals can 
respond fast

Can we win: create 
distinctive customer 
value?

Probably: need to 
develop/leverage 
intangibles (brand, 
trust, relationships)

Yes, but can only do 
so over time; need to 
develop novel 
customer offers

Can we execute? Yes, proven track 
record

Possible: need new 
execution modes

Can we manage/ 
mitigate risks and 
vulnerabilities

Yes, if we make
required investment

Probably; depends in 
part on rivals’
aggressiveness 

Are the returns 
adequate? Modest at best Potentially 

acceptable
High potential; 
investment required
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Old Assumptions New  Assumptions

Our historic strategy is sufficient to enable 
continued profit/margin enhancement

Our historic strategy cannot protect us from 
profit/margin decline

Our current customer/owner segments 
sufficient for significant top-line growth

Top-line growth must come from other than 
our current customer/owner segments

Tier 1 rivals will not enter our current 
geography

One or two Tier 1 rivals are coming!

Our long-time organization structure will    
lead us into a successful future

Some backward and forward integration may 
be mandatory

Distill: AEC Robust Implications
Mindset (assumptions)

Always identify the new set of assumptions before moving to 
identify specific decision and action implications



Distill: AEC Robust Implications
General business related
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1. Our current customer base (projects) can only sustain us 
for 12-15 months

2. We need to find significant clusters of customers in 
owner/customer segments outside our current 
customer/owner segments

3. We need to reconfigure our organization to achieve far 
greater integration between A and E and C

4. Our leaders need to craft and share a new mindset to 
enable the required refurbishment of strategy and 
organization reconfiguration



Fast Cycle Scenarios
The outputs: deliverables that make a difference

The outputs of fast cycle scenarios are highly interrelated

Ø Strategies that are fully stress-tested against plausible alternative 
competitive futures

Ø Action plans required to bring the strategies to fruition

Ø Marketplace opportunities and risks (that might otherwise be missed)

Ø Critical indicator dashboards (to identify opportunities and risks and  
make a pivot before it is too late) 

Ø Refined marketplace assumptions (that can be traced over time)

Ø Strategy deliberations that are more embracive (multiple perspectives, 
challenges to assumptions, decision rationales that are exposed and 
debated, etc.)

Ø And, a scenario process that becomes part of your ongoing strategy 
work



Fast Cycle Scenario Work
Speeding the process: do’s and don’ts

Define Dive In Develop Deploy Distill

Define: Be extremely clear on the purpose
Create a “stretch” timeline for each stage

Dive in: Create rapid review of available internal 
and external materials   

Develop: Use change vectors to quickly craft scenario skeletons
Detail full scenario

Deploy:  Once scenarios are detailed, use the team(s) to identify
first-cut competitive space consequence (where the
opportunities/risks/treats/vulnerabilities may lie)

Use the team(s) to stress test the existing and/or
potential strategies

Distill:   As outputs are created in Deploy, develop list of thinking, 
decision and action options and implications

Manage the deliberations to make choices (e.g. strategy 
change, resource commitments, etc.)

Review the choices and commitments

Define: Don’t try to compromise on the big decision/issues
Don’t try nail down all the work details

Dive In: Don’t search for every last data point
Don’t wait to identify every possible
change vector

Develop: Don’t over elaborate the skeleton scenarios
Don’t strive to get the perfect scenarios

Deploy:  Don’t delay identifying competitive consequences
Don’t try to force fit everything into one or two 

scenarios

Distill:    Don’t hesitate to engage others not involved in
development of the scenarios 

Don’t try to nail down the execution details
in one session

What you should do What you should not do


